The University Symphony Orchestra

SAMUEL KRACHMALNICK, Conductor

Thursday, March 14, 1974 Roethke Auditorium, 8:00 P.M.

This Concert is Dedicated to the Memory of Louis Brechemin

Concerto Concert with Winners of Student Concerto Competition

PROGRAM

LEOPOLD MOZART (1791-1787)
Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra
Adagio
Allegro Moderato
Vern Nicodemus, Soloist

RICHARD STRAUSS (1864-1949)
Four Last Songs for Soprano and Orchestra (1948)
Frühling (Spring)
September (September)
Beim Schlafengehen (Time to Sleep)
Im Abendrot (At Dusk)
Jeri Sorrentino, Soloist

W. A. MOZART (1756-1791)
Sinfonie Concertante for Violin and Viola, K.V. 364 (1779)
Allegro maestoso
Deede Evans and Judith Nelson, Soloists

SERGEI RACHMANINOV (1873-1943)
Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, for Piano and Orchestra (1934)
Kevin Aamerud, Soloist
UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
PERSONNEL

Violin I
Sharyn Peterson, Concertmistress
Tom Dziękonski
Joan Kunkel
Linda Scott
Allen Goss
Laurel Andrews
Mary Malloy
Joan Best
Diana Avery
Marilee Ramhorst
Carla Rutschman

Violin II
Rebecca Lowe, Principal
Jackie Abbott
Ingrid Buschmann
Sandy Sinner
Laura Stevens
Shelly Beswick
Jill Johnson
Wendy Marcus
Laurie Johnson
Lillian Otani
Linda Hodges
Mia Wu
Nancy Fiske

Viola
Janet Lynch, Principal
Alarik Faruolo
Judith Nelson
Anne Bezzé
Sidney Hoagland
Carolyn Wyman
Marilyn Waters
Andrea Comer
Jamie McAndie
Marilyn Farleigh

Cello
Linda Hart, Lynn Nowels, Co-principals
Bennett Clark
Martin Bonham
Phillip Carlsen
Paul Horne
Michael Castle
Sara Lickey
Claire Sokol
Barbara Kilian
David Bentz

Bass
Marlys Erickson, Principal
Larry Tuttle
Steven Kerns
Casey Overland
Bradley Clem
Michael Wilson
Judy Scheman

Flute
Victoria Bower
Karen Gozinsky
Patricia McKinstry
Debra Shorrock

Piccolo
Rick Breitstein

Oboe
Kathy Boyer
Tanja Hill May
David Millun
Robyn Phillips

English Horn
Michael Gelotte

Clarinet
Irene Sheetz
Amanda Palmer
Mike Robinson

Bassoon
Amy Bonham
Bruce Grainger
Beatrice Kaufman
Michele Staggs

Horn
Jon Frederickson
Eliza Hartley
Howard Hoff
Jerald Jensen
Joe Kirtley
Nels Magelson

Trumpet
Boyd Herforth
Ron Palmer

Trombone
Stener Anderson
Mark Corliss
Bryce Ferguson
Andrew Shaw
Gary Uhlig

Tuba
Tim McCarthy
Carla Rutschman
Jerry Swanz

Timpani and Percussion
Daryl Gilbert
Susan Gilbreath
Scott Thomas
Steven Van Meter

Harp
Joyce Birchman
Carrie Kourkoumelis

Harpsichord
George Shangrow

Librarian
Elizabeth Dziękonski

Concert Coordinator
James Van Horn